ALPHA SIERRA FZE

MIDDLE EAST BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PARTNER

The world is going through a period of tough
economic conditions. Decision makers are
under pressure to reduce cost of operations
and at the same time increase market share.
Developing business increasingly requires
presence in the region. The increased cost of
operations and longer incubation period has
made the decision maker to settle for less
effective option of developing market
remotely thereby sacrificing revenue for cost.

WHEN THERE IS NO WAY OUT, FIND A WAY
FURTHER IN……and if there ever is an option
that allows you to explore revenue streams
at minimal cost and no risk whatsoever…then
that is an icing on the cake.
THAT OPTION IS ALPHA SIERRA
A way that is cost effective, instant and
proven to yield consistent results. With
ALPHA SIERRA you can instantly GO-LIVE
across the Middle East.

We, at ALPHA SIERRA, have fine tuned a
methodology that can deliver time-bound
results consistently. With ALPHA SIERRA
you can reach appropriate industry contacts.
Let that be Aviation, Military, Rail or Oil and
Gas market.
In ALPHA SIERRA, we understand how
critical ‘freedom’ is to our partners. And
that’s why we have built-in an option that
allows quick disengagement. We believe
freedom breeds trust and confidence.

Product knowledge is critical to our scheme
of
things
to
ensure
appropriate
representation. Hence we learn YOU to
become YOU.
You shall have instant access to end-users
and procurement department of the clientele.
We close orders on your behalf under your
careful control. Our support will be right from
conceptualization to payment realization.

You avoid high upfront costs while enjoy
the luxury of going LIVE across Middle East
instantly.
we remain facilitators while all key
elements like registration, order placement,
payment remain in YOUR name.
Once the market is developed and
confidence brought in, YOU have the
freedom to deploy your own sales force. We
will assist you in establishing an office one.

Euro 50,000 to open an office, any country
Euro 100,000 to maintain office, one man
Euro 30,000 to close an office
6 months to open an office
6 months to develop right contacts
3 months to close an office
Cost of a Trial = Euro 180,000 and 15 months

Address:

ALPHA SIERRA FZE
Block , Office No:, Floor, SAIF Zone, SHARJAH, UAE

Tel:

00971-6-

Mobile:

00971-50-4914924

Email:

alphasierra@emirates.net.ae

Web:

www.alphasierra.com

